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Aptar Announces the Completion of the Acquisition
of a Majority Stake in Voluntis

9/2/2021

CRYSTAL LAKE, III.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- AptarGroup, Inc. (NYSE: ATR), a global leader in drug delivery, consumer

product dispensing and active material science solutions, announced today that following the signature of a share

purchase agreement on July 22, 2021 and the approval of the French Ministry of Economy under the foreign

investment clearance regulations, it has completed the acquisition of a majority stake in Voluntis (ENXTPA: ALVTX)

from the company's reference shareholders and certain members of the management. The stake acquisition

represents approximately 64.6% of the share capital of Voluntis (on a non-diluted basis), at a price of €8.70 per

share.

In accordance with applicable regulation, Aptar will launch a mandatory cash tender o�er to acquire Voluntis’

remaining shares for the same price of €8.70 per share (the “Tender O�er”). Aptar intends to �le the Tender O�er

with the French Markets Authority (the “AMF”) in September 2021 and the Tender O�er will be subject to the

regulatory clearance from the AMF.

If the regulatory conditions are met upon completion of the Tender O�er, Aptar intends to implement a squeeze-

out on the remaining outstanding shares of Voluntis.

Voluntis’ board of directors (the “Board”), upon the recommendation of its ad hoc committee and in accordance

with applicable regulation, appointed Advolis Or�s as independent expert on July 5, 2021, and will issue, notably on

the basis of the independent expert’s report opining on the �nancial terms of the Tender O�er and potential

subsequent squeeze-out, a reasoned opinion on the Tender O�er and its consequences on Voluntis, its

shareholders and employees.

The independent expert’s report and the Board’s opinion will be included in the draft response o�er document that
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will be prepared by Voluntis in the context of the Tender O�er and submitted to the AMF, which will assess its

compliance with applicable regulation.

On September 2, 2021, following resignation of the selling shareholders’ representatives on the Voluntis Board,

namely Laurent Higueret (representative of Bpifrance Participations) and Franck Noiret (representative of LBO

France Gestion), Gael Touya and Patrick Jeukenne, Aptar’s representatives, have been appointed to replace them in

the Board.

The Board has also appointed Sai Shankar as deputy CEO of Voluntis, and the current management of Voluntis is

otherwise expected to remain the same following the completion of the Tender O�er.

About Aptar

Aptar is a global leader in the design and manufacturing of a broad range of drug delivery, consumer product

dispensing and active material science solutions. Aptar’s innovative solutions and services serve a variety of end

markets including pharmaceutical, beauty, personal care, home, food and beverage. Using insights, proprietary

design, engineering and science to create dispensing, dosing and protective technologies for many of the world’s

leading brands, Aptar in turn makes a meaningful di�erence in the lives, looks, health and homes of millions of

patients and consumers around the world. Aptar is headquartered in Crystal Lake, Illinois and has 13,000 dedicated

employees in 20 countries. For more information, visit www.aptar.com.

This press release contains forward-looking statements, including regarding the potential acquisition of Voluntis

and the anticipated e�ects of the acquisition. Expressions or future or conditional verbs such as “will,” “would” and

“expects” are intended to identify such forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are made

pursuant to the safe harbor provisions of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934 and are based on our beliefs as well as assumptions made by and information currently

available to us. Accordingly, our actual results may di�er materially from those expressed or implied in such

forward-looking statements due to known or unknown risks and uncertainties that exist in our operations and

business environment including, but not limited to: the timing of completion of the Tender O�er; the expected

bene�ts of the acquisition; the successful integration of Voluntis; the regulatory environment; and competition,

including technological advances. For additional information on these and other risks and uncertainties, please see

Aptar’s �lings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including the discussion under “Risk Factors” and

“Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations” in Aptar’s Form 10-K and

Form 10-Qs. Aptar undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new

information, future events or otherwise.

Investor Relations Contact: 
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